FOLIO: Interface Design Studio has created a group of supplementary assets that show our newest products in a variety of spaces representing every segment, as well as demonstrate both aspirational design capabilities or practical application in any space—all driven by our launch palettes. Also included is a color placement guide, which shows the position and percentage of hues of each product colorway—serving as a quick and helpful visual reference for customizing color.
RISING SIGNS
Product Launch Palette - Cobalt & Carbon

PANTONE COLOR ACCENTS: 309C, 323U, 296 C, 402C, 5757C

1) Drawn Lines: A00910 Opal
2) Play The Angle: 107188 Selenium
3) Play The Angle: 107203 Indium
4) Play The Angle: 107197 Cobalt
5) Play The Angle: 107191 Carbon
6) Video Spectrum: 106017 Metal
7) Angle Up: 107209 Carbon
8) Up At Dawn: 107174 Cobalt
9) Spandrel: 107162 Cobalt

10) Spandrel: 107156 Carbon
11) Brushed Lines: A01604 Galena
12) Karmic Relief: 107214 Cobalt
13) Binary Code: 107220 Cobalt
14) Proportional: 107176 Zinc
15) Duplex: 105894 Sutton Place
16) FLOR Lifting: 105391 Teal
17) Upward Bound: 107185 Carbon
18) Upward Bound: 107184 Cobalt
Interface

PRODUCT: BINARY CODE
COLOR: 107220 COBALT
SIZE: 55cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR

PRODUCT: PLAY THE ANGLE
COLOR: 107188 SELENIUM
SIZE: 55cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
Interface
PRODUCT: SPAN REL
COLOR: 107209 CARBON, 107162 COBALT
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
Interface

- **PRODUCT**: UP AT DAWN
- **COLOR**: 107168 CARBON
- **SIZE**: 25cm x 1m
- **INSTALLED**: ASHLAR

- **PRODUCT**: SPANDREL
- **COLOR**: 107162 COBALT
- **SIZE**: 25cm x 1m
- **INSTALLED**: ASHLAR

- **PRODUCT**: KARMIC RELIEF
- **COLOR**: 107214 COBALT
- **SIZE**: 25cm x 1m
- **INSTALLED**: ASHLAR
Interface
PRODUCT: FABRIC BOUND
COLOR: 5014 CONGO
SIZE: 50 cm
INSTALLED: NON-DIRECTIONAL
PRODUCT: PLAY LUXE ANGLES
COLOR: 17758 BROMS
SIZE: 36 x 36 in
INSTALLED: ASH LARP
Interface

PRODUCT: PLAY THE ANGLES
COLOR: COBALT SELENIUM
SIZE: 18X18
INSTALLED: 1500 LAF
Interface

PRODUCT: PLAY THE ANGLE
COLOR: 17F181 CARBON
SIZE: 35cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR

LVT PRODUCT: SPANDREL
COLOR: 107156 CARBON
SIZE: 36cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
Interface

PRODUCT: ANGLE UP
COLOR: 107200 CARBON
SIZE: 55cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR

PRODUCT: UPWARD BOUND
COLOR: 107184 COBALT
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL
Interface

PRODUCT: ANGLE UP
COLOR: 107205 OXYGEN
SIZE: 29cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: UP AT DAWN
COLOR: 107513 SELENIUM
SIZE: 28cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: PLAY THE ANGLE
COLOR: 107188 SELENIUM
SIZE: 28cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

LVT PRODUCT: BRUSHED LINES
COLOR: 101604 GALENA
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: Up At Dawn
COLOR: 107-160 Carbon
SIZE: 35cm x 1m
INSTALLED: Ashlar

PRODUCT: Play The Angle
COLOR: 107203 Indium, 107197 Cobalt
SIZE: 35cm x 1m
INSTALLED: Ashlar
Interface

PRODUCT  KARMIC RELIEF
COLOR  107215 CARBON
SIZE  25cm x 1m
INSTALLED  ASHLAR

PRODUCT  PLAY THE ANGLE
COLOR  107191 CARBON
SIZE  25cm x 1m
INSTALLED  PATTERN BY TILE
Spandrel

107151 Sulfur
107152 Oxygen
107153 Selenium
107154 Phosphorus
107155 Nitrogen
107156 Carbon
107157 Rhodium
107158 Titanium
107159 Gold
107160 Beryllium
107161 Chromium
107162 Cobalt
Angle Up

107204  Sulfur
107205  Oxygen
107206  Selenium
107207  Phosphorus
107208  Nitrogen
107209  Carbon
Binary Code

107216 Sulfur
107217 Oxygen
107218 Beryllium
107219 Chromium
107220 Cobalt
107221 Carbon
Proportional

107175 Sulfur

107176 Zinc

107177 Phosphorus

107178 Selenium

107179 Nitrogen

107222 Carbon